
rén            

人            
man; person; people; Classifiers: 个

kǒu            

口            
mouth; classifier for things with mouths (people, domestic animals, cannons, wells etc); classifier for bites or mo...

dà            

大            
big; huge; large; major; great; wide; deep; older (than); oldest; eldest; greatly; very much; (dialect) father; fat...

nǚ            

女            
female; woman; daughter

zǐ            

子            
son; child; seed; egg; small thing; 1st earthly branch: 11 p.m.-1 a.m., midnight, 11th solar month (7th December to...

rì            

日            
abbr. for 日本 , Japan; sun; day; date, day of the month



yuè            

月            
moon; month; monthly; Classifiers: 个

mǎ            

马            
surname Ma; abbr. for Malaysia 马来西亚 ; horse; Classifiers: 匹 ; horse or cavalry piece in Chinese chess; knight in ...

hěn            

很            
(adverb of degree); quite; very; awfully

hǎo            

好            
good; well; proper; good to; easy to; very; so; (suffix indicating completion or readiness); (of two people) close;...

hěn hǎo           

很好           

well

míng            

明            
Ming Dynasty (1368-1644); surname Ming; Ming (c. 2000 BC), fourth of the legendary Flame Emperors, 炎帝 Farmer God;



...



bái            

白            
surname Bai; white; snowy; pure; bright; empty; blank; plain; clear; to make clear; in vain; gratuitous; free of ch...

míng bai           

明白           

clear; obvious; unequivocal; to understand; to realize

ma            

吗            
(question particle for "yes-no" questions)

xióng            

熊            
surname Xiong; bear; (coll.) to scold; to rebuke; (coll.) weak; incapable

lǎo shī           

老师           

teacher; Classifiers: 个



máo mao           

毛毛           

(pet name for a baby or small child)

dāo            

刀            
knife; blade; single-edged sword; cutlass; Classifiers: 把 ; (slang) dollar (loanword); classifier for sets of one ...

lì            

力            
surname Li; power; force; strength; ability; strenuously

yòu            

又            
(once) again; also; both... and...; and yet; (used for emphasis) anyway

wéi            

囗            
enclosure

tǔ            

土            
Tu (ethnic group); surname Tu; earth; dust; clay; local; indigenous; crude opium; unsophisticated; one of the eight...



xī            

夕            
dusk; evening; Taiwan pr. [xi4]

cùn            

寸            
a unit of length; inch; thumb

xiǎo            

小            
small; tiny; few; young

gōng            

工            
work; worker; skill; profession; trade; craft; labor

má            

么            
exclamatory final particle

gōng            

弓            
a bow (weapon); Classifiers: 张 ; to bend; to arch (one's back etc); a bow (weapon); Classifiers: 张 ; to bend...



xīn            

心            
heart; mind; intention; center; core; Classifiers: 颗

gē            

戈            
surname Ge; spear; abbr. for 戈瑞 ; (Tw) abbr. for 戈雷

shǒu            

手            
hand; (formal) to hold; person engaged in certain types of work; person skilled in certain types of work; personal(...

mù            

木            
surname Mu; tree; wood; coffin; wooden; simple; numb; one of the eight ancient musical instruments 八音

shuǐ            

水            
surname Shui; water; river; liquid; beverage; additional charges or income; (of clothes) classifier for number of w...

huǒ            

火            
surname Huo; fire; urgent; ammunition; fiery or flaming; internal heat (Chinese medicine); hot (popular); classifie...



tián            

田            
surname Tian; field; farm; Classifiers: 片

mù            

目            
eye; item; section; list; catalogue; table of contents; order (taxonomy); goal; name; title

shì            

示            
to show; to reveal

mì            

糸            
fine silk

ěr            

耳            
ear; handle (archaeology); and that is all (classical Chinese)

yī            

衣            
clothes; Classifiers: 件



yán            

言            
words; speech; to say; to talk

bèi            

贝            
surname Bei; cowrie; shellfish; currency (archaic)

zǒu            

走            
to walk; to go; to run; to move (of vehicle); to visit; to leave; to go away; to die (euph.); from; through; away (...

zú            

足            
foot; to be sufficient; ample

jīn            

金            
surname Jin; surname Kim (Korean); Jurchen Jin dynasty (1115-1234); gold; chemical element Au; generic term for lus...

mén            

门            
surname Men; gate; door; Classifiers: 扇 ; opening; valve; switch; way to do something; knack; family; house; (reli...



zhuī            

隹            
short-tailed bird

yǔ            

雨            
rain; Classifiers: 阵

shí            

食            
to eat; food; animal feed; eclipse

            

            
 

            

            
 

            

            
 


